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Journey key:
A.
Istanbul
B.
Cappaocia
C.
Alacati

In a Nutshell...

Flights...

Day 1, - Arrive Istanbul. Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Day 2, - Istanbul. Full day private tour. Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
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Day 3, - Istanbul. Full day private tour. Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Day 4, - AM private yacht cruise on the Bosphorus. PM Hammam.
Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Day 5, - Istanbul. At leisure. Four Seasons Borphorus Hotel.

Day 6, - Fly to Kayseri. Drive to Cappadocia. Museum Hotel.
Day 7, - Cappadocia. Ballooning experience. Full day private tour.
Museum Hotel.
Day 8, - Full day Cappadocia private tour. Museum Hotel.
Day 9, - Fly to Izmir. Transfer to Alacati. Nars Hotel.
Day 10, - Day trip to Ephesus. Nars Hotel.
Day 11, - Alacati at leisure. Nars Hotel.
Day 12, - Fly to Istanbul. Connect onto Paris.

Your Recommended Itinerary...
Day 1, - Arrive Istanbul.
Arrive in Istanbul from London. Upon arrival you will be met at the gate of the aircraft
by our VIP host/ess with a name sign. You will have VIP Airport Service upon arrival at
the airport for assistance with the airport formalities. Your luggage will be handled
and then you will meet a laterallife representative holding a name sign outside of the
luggage claim area at the airport and you will transfer to hotel.
Note: Transfer vehicles are based on 2 medium suitcases per person. Only 1 transfer
is included for arrival and departure. Please let us know if you need any individual
transfers at extra costs and if you have additional luggage.
The remainder of the day is at your leisure. Dinner is recommended at Aqua Restaurant inside your hotel.
Accommodation: Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Meals: None.
Day 2, - Istanbul. Full day private tour.
After breakfast at 9:00am, you will meet your professional guide in the hotel lobby for
your private full day of sightseeing in the old city with major sites.
Your private tour of Istanbul starts with a visit to the Hippodrome, which was one of
the largest chariot race grounds of the Byzantine Empire. Then you will take a short
walk to the Blue Mosque, completed in 1616, it is a triumph of harmony, proportion
and elegance. The mosque was a part of a complex also including, tombs, fountains,
kitchens, and a bath. Its colourful 260 windows enables the sunlight to reach inside.
This makes the interior unusually light. The blue Iznik Tiles covering the walls have
given the mosque its popular name, Blue Mosque.
Next, you will visit the magnificent Topkapi Palace, the residence of the sultans for
almost three centuries. It is located on the promontory jutting out between the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn. This setting provides a magnificent view. The construction of the Topkapı Palace was completed between 1465 and 1478. Being the imperial
residence of the sultan, his court and harem, the palace was also the seat of government for the Ottoman Empire. 4,000 people lived in the Palace. In the Treasury section, you will see breath-taking displays, including the 7th largest diamond in the
world, the “Spoonmaker’s Diamond”.

Lunch recommended at an old Ottoman House Restaurant. You can taste traditional
Turkish Cuisine in a lovely atmosphere.
After your lunch, you will visit St. Sophia, the church of the Divine Wisdom. The architectural marvel of all time. It was built during Emperor Justinian reign ( AD 537 )
and it remained the greatest church in Christendom until the conquest of Constantinople in 1453 by Sultan Mehmet II who ordered to convert Hagia Sophia into a Mosque.
In 1934, Atatürk proclaimed it a museum. The walls of this beautiful piece of architecture are decorated with gorgeous mosaics.
Last, you will visit the Underground Cistern. It was built by Justinian in the 6th century. It is 70 meters wide and 140 meters long, with a capacity of 80,000 m³ of water.
It has 336 beautiful columns that support the cistern, two of which are carved with
the head of Medusa on the plinth.

At the end of your visit approximately 5:00pm, you will return to your hotel. At
7:00pm, you will meet with your driver at the hotel lobby for your dinner transportation. At 7:30pm, dinner reservation at 360 Restaurant, serving international cuisine
with the beautiful view of the city. (Transportation to and from the restaurant will be
arranged.)
Accommodation: Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 3, - Istanbul. Full day private tour.
After breakfast at 9:00am, you will meet your professional guide in the hotel lobby for
your private full day of sightseeing in the old city with additional sites.
At 9:20am, you will visit the Imperial Dolmabahce Palace, which was built in the
mid-19th century by Sultan Abdulmecit I. The facade stretches for 600 meters along
the European shore of the Bosphorus and was the last home of the Ottoman Sultans.
Next, you will visit the Church of St Saviour in Chora. Built in the 11th century, the
walls are decorated with beautiful mosaics and frescoes. The mosaics depict the life of
Virgin Mary and the infancy, genealogy and ministry of Christ. Lunch recommended at
Asitane Restaurant, located near Chora. You can taste traditional Ottoman cuisine.
After lunch, you will visit the Suleymaniye Mosque. Built by the great Ottoman architect Mimar Sinan on the order of Sultan Suleiman I (Suleiman the Magnificent), the
Suleymaniye Mosque dominates the third hill of old Istanbul, and is strikingly graceful
and less ornate than many other imperial mosques, thus lending itself to meditation
and quiet reflection. Last, you will visit the Grand Bazaar, the largest and oldest covered Bazaar in Turkey with more than 4,000 shops. A variety of handicrafts, carpets,
rare jewels and souvenirs all sold in small shops next to each other. The merchants are
selling everything from antiques, home wares, books, copper ware, ceramics, gold and
inexpensive souvenirs. Venture into the hidden courtyards or hans, lookout for marble
fountains and ornate kiosks. Streets are named according to the trades and the most
oriental atmosphere in Istanbul is found in the bazaar.
At the end of your visit approximately 5:00pm, you will return to your hotel.
Dinner recommended at Mikla Restaurant, serving delicious Mediterranean cuisine with
the beautiful view of the entire city. (Transportation to and from the restaurant can be
arranged.)
Accommodation: Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 4, - AM private cruise on the Bosphorus. PM Hammam.
At 10:30am, you will meet your professional guide at the hotel lobby and embark your
private motor yacht from hotel’s pier. You will enjoy a private motor yacht cruise on
the Bosphorus, the narrow strait of water separating the Asian and European continents and the life blood of Istanbul.
Passing along the shores of the Bosphorus you will view magnificent palaces, restored
Ottoman villas, impressive fortresses and the waterside residences of Istanbul’s elite.
Enjoy soft drinks tea and coffee on the motor yacht and see a different perspective of
Istanbul, described by a Byzantine visitor in the 12th century as “the city of the world’s
desire”. Cruise takes app. 1 ½ hours. At the end of your experience, you will disembark the yacht at your hotel’s pier.
At 3:00pm, you will enjoy a Turkish bath experience at the Ayasofya Hurrem Sultan

Turkish Bath between Hagia Sophia Museum and Blue Mosque in Istanbul. It
was built by Mimar Sinan by order of Hurrem Sultan, wife of Suleyman the Magnificent, near Hagia Sophia in the 16th century (1556 – 1557) in the historical
location of Zeuksippos Baths that were destroyed completely in 532. The building
has the same shape of the classical period Ottoman baths and is a kind of double
bath with 75m of length. Women and men sections were built on the same axis
for the first time - it was a new thing in Turkish Bath architecture!
(Own transportation arrangement.)
Dinner recommended at Feriye Restaurant serving modern Ottoman cuisine on
the Bosphorus. (Transportation to and from the restaurant can be arranged.)
Accommodation: Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.

Day 5, - At leisure.
Spend the day at your leisure in Istanbul.
Dinner is recommended at Sunset Restaurant serving International cuisine with a
fascinating view of the Bosphorus. (Transportation to and from the restaurant can
be arranged.)
Accommodation: Four Seasons Bosphorus Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 6, - Fly to Kayseri. Drive to Cappadocia.
Today you will be collected from the hotel lobby and driven to the airport for your
domestic departure flight to Kayseri. Upon arrival you will be met by your professional local guide, holding a name sign outside of the luggage claim area, and
driven approximately 1 hour to Cappadocia with visits on your way to the hotel.
First, you will stop in the Pasabag Valley where the formation of “fairy chimneys” can be best observed. Pasabag, the Pasha's Vineyard, is surrounded by
incredible natural rock formations; a spectacular scene. Then you will view
Devrent Valley. A magical corner in the countless panoramic valleys of Cappadocia, here is an unbelievable landscape with its rock formations and savage feeling; one of the best introductions to understanding the formation of fairy chimneys. At the end of your day, you will be transferred to your hotel.
Optional: Before dinner, visit the Saruhan Caravanserai to see the Sema Ritual
performed by Whirling Dervishes, this is a mystical and very special experience.
Dinner recommended at Somine Restaurant located in Urgup, serving traditional
cuisine in an authentic atmosphere. (Transportation to and from the restaurant
can be arranged.)
Accommodation: Museum Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 7, - Cappadocia. Ballooning experience. Full day private tour.
Early in the morning, (time will be advised the night before) you will wake- up to
get ready for your ballooning experience. You will float over Cappadocia for
one hour in a small group basket and see the fantastic landscape, going down
into the valleys. It is an unforgettable experience. After your experience, you will
return to your hotel for breakfast.

After breakfast, at 9:30am, you will meet your professional local guide in the hotel
lobby for your private full day experience with the major sites in the region.

You will start your day descending below the earth’s surface into the Kaymakli Underground City, where five levels extend below ground and include; living quarters, kitchens, wine presses, storage rooms, stables and ventilation shafts. Early
Christians carved out these subterranean complexes to avoid invaders who swept
across the plains of Anatolia from the 6th to the 9th Century.
Next, visit the picturesque village of Mustafapasa which is a perfectly preserved
Greek village in the heart of Anatolia. The former Greek inhabitants left the village in
1923 during the population exchange between Turkey and Greece. The houses exhibit a wealth of carved stonework, wall paintings and many reminders of their former inhabitants. There will be free time for exploring in the village.
Lunch recommended at the Old Greek House where you will taste local specialities.
The building is a beautiful example of Greek architecture and the cuisine is delicious.
After your lunch, visit the Keslik Monastery, it is estimated that the refectory could
seat over 200 students at one time. Visit the Archangelos Church, which shows
scenes from Christ’s entombment and Stefanos Church displays the Saint Euphemia cross from the iconoclastic period. At the Keslik Monastery you can enjoy a glass
of tea in the caretaker’s garden. Last, you will walk through the Guvercinlik Valley.
The Pigeon Valley is one of the most famous valleys of Cappadocia and its name
comes from the pigeon-cotes carved on its walls.
At the end of your visit, you will return to your hotel. Dinner recommended at Lila
Restaurant located in your hotel with the wonderful view of the valley.
Accommodation: Museum Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 8, - Full day Cappadocia Private Tour.
After breakfast, at 9:00am, you will meet your professional local guide at the hotel
lobby for your private full day experience.
First, you will visit the Göreme Open-Air Museum where icons and other figurative representations were prohibited. The 11th century represents the “golden age”
of religious art in Goreme. Then, you will visit the Goreme Valley, which has been
occupied since the dawn of history. It is the valley of the churches. The wonderful
and primitive 11th and 12th century frescoes cover the walls of these churches. The
oldest churches in the area date back to the 6th century. Among the 356 of churches, the most important ones are The Karanlık Kilise, Yılanlı Kilise, The Elmalı Kilise
and The Tokalı Kilise.
Next, you will visit Zelve, where three canyons meet in the Valley of Monks. The
rock face at Zelve is honeycombed with caves and churches, and much of the decoration inside the churches is symbolic. You will visit the two most interesting churches; The Church of Grapes and the Fish Church.
Lunch recommended at Bizim Ev Restaurant. You can taste Testi kebab (meat stew
cooked in a seamless pot).
After your lunch, you will visit the Avanos, which has long been a centre for pottery
artisans as it lies on the banks of the Red River where clay supplies are abundant.
Enjoy a visit to a pottery workshop to meet the artisans and see their collections displayed in a vast underground cave complex.

Last you will stop on the best spot to have a panoramic view of the Uchisar Castle
on the way to your hotel, full of towering rock houses typical of this area. Uchisar is
a small town situated right in the middle of Cappadocia. It is named after the enormous piece of rock in the centre of the town, which was once used as a castle.
At the end of your visit, you will return to your hotel. Dinner recommended at Muti
by Prokopia Restaurant located in Urgup, serving Turkish and International cuisine.
(Transportation to and from the restaurant can be arranged.)
Accommodation: Museum Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 9, - Fly to Izmir. Transfer to Alacati.
This morning, you will be collected from the hotel lobby and transferred to the airport for your domestic flight to Izmir. Upon arrival you will be met outside the luggage claim area and driven to Alacati for check in your hotel.
Dinner recommended at Tuval Restaurant.
Accommodation: Nars Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 9, - Day trip to Ephesus.
After breakfast, at 8:30am, you will meet your professional guide at the hotel lobby
and drive to Ephesus approximately 1.5 hours for your private full day Ephesus tour.
At 10:00am visit Ephesus, famous throughout the ancient world for its Temple of
Artemis. You will first visit Odeon Theatre where the state affairs used to be held.
Then view The Temple of Hadrian - one of the main attractions at Ephesus, with a
beautiful arch on the front facade and interesting reliefs of Medusa. According to the
belief of Ephesians, the Medusa head on the porch would protect the city from its
enemies.
Next, you will visit the newly excavated spectacular Terrace Houses on the Curetes
street belonged to the rich people of Ephesus. Many of them were three-storied and
had peristyles surrounded by rooms without windows but included frescoes and mosaics of mythological scenes. Some of the frescoes represent scenes from the comedies of Menander and the tragedies of Euripides. They were luxuriously furnished
private houses with fountains and central heating. Between the street and houses
was a portico with a mosaic floor, behind which were shops.
Proceed to the Celsus Library, which is a Roman mausoleum and library built in
the early 2nd century AD. The Library of Celsus was commissioned by the Julius as a
mausoleum for his father, a Roman governor of the Asian Provinces. It is one of the
most beautifully reconstructed buildings in Ephesus and it has became an icon of the
ancient city. You will also visit the Agora, which is the most important marketplace
in the whole city.
The Great Theatre, dates back to the Hellenistic period. It is one of the most impressive buildings in Ephesus which has the capacity of 25,000 seats. The theatre
was used for concerts, plays and religious, political and philosophical discussions and
for gladiator and animal fights. Marble Road, runs between the Library of Celsus and
the theater and is a part of the sacred walk way.

Lunch suggested at a local restaurant in Selcuk town. You can try meatballs at Selcuk
Koftecisi Restaurant.
Last, you will visit the House of Virgin Mary, where the Virgin is said to have lived
the last years of her life. The building was rediscovered in the late 19th century by Lazartis from Smyrna based on the vision of a German nun. The site is officially declared a
shrine of the Roman Catholic Church and visited by Pope Paul VI in 1967, Pope John
Paul II in 1979 and Pope Benedict XVI in 2007.
At the end of your tour, you will return to Alacati. Dinner recommended at Yaya Restaurant.
Accommodation: Nars Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.

Day 10, - Alacati at leisure.
Today is at your leisure.
Dinner recommended at Asma Yapragi Restaurant.
Accommodation: Nars Hotel.
Meals: Breakfast.
Day 11, - Fly to Istanbul. Connect onto Paris.
This morning you will be transferred to the airport for your domestic flight to Istanbul.
Arrive in Istanbul and connect to your international departure flight to Paris.
You will have VIP Airport Service for domestic arrival and international departure. We
will take you through private security, help with check in, escort through additional
security and passport control to a private lounge and then escort to the gate for your
departure.
Meals: Breakfast.

-----

Laterally sleeping...
Four Seasons Bosphorus, Istanbul
Situated along the Bosporus, this renovated 19th century Ottoman palace features a
historic architecture in harmony with luxurious details. A heated outdoor pool, indoor
pool and spa facilities are available.
Tastefully decorated with fine furnishings, each air-conditioned room offers an iPod
docking station and a flat-screen TV with satellite channels. A minibar, safety deposit
box and a desk are also provided.
Aqua Restaurant, with its terrace overlooking the Bosporus, serves Mediterranean cuisine, with Italian and Turkish specialities. Guests can enjoy the breakfast with international flavours in buffet style. Pool grill is an ideal choice for fresh salads, crispy grilled
kebabs and tender fresh fish. The Lobby Bar and Lounge is a cosy place for socialization.
You can work out in the fitness centre and relax in the exotic atmosphere of the Turkish bath afterwards. Spa therapy and body treatments are also possible.

Museum Hotel, Cappadocia
History and luxury go hand-in-hand at this unique cave hotel in Uchisar; perfect for
rest and romance
Created from the restored ruins of an ancient village, carved deep into a cliff face
years ago, Museum Hotel is a real one-off. It overlooks a breath taking landscape of
rose-coloured ravines, dramatic rock formations and the distant volcanic cone of
Mount Erciyes.
No two rooms are the same, but all are stunning, with vaulted ceilings, silk furnishings, mosaics, and marble bathrooms with jacuzzi tubs. Laze on the flower-filled terraces, swim in the the gorgeous infinity pool, and have alfresco massages with herbs
and oils unique to Cappadocia.
Men can have a daily shave from the barber’s chair with the world’s most beautiful
view. But don't forget to tear yourself away for tours of this fascinating region: subterranean cities, cave monasteries and traditional markets all await.

...sleeping Laterally
Nars Hotel, Alacati
Situated in a stone mansion, Nars Alacati Hotel is located in the lively village centre.
This charming hotel offers a courtyard and uniquely decorated rooms with modern
amenities. It is just 3 km from the beautiful Ilica Beach.
Tastefully decorated, the rooms of Nars Alacati Hotel include air conditioning, free Wi
-Fi and a flat-screen TV with satellite channels. Each room has a private bathroom
with a hairdryer and free toiletries.
You can start the day with a rich breakfast prepared with organic products. The hotel
also includes an à la carte restaurant and a bar on site.

Laterally thinking...
Evil Eye
In Turkey, evil eye jewellery and other such trinkets are particularly common. The
evil eye is also known as the Eye of Medusa (a mythical Greek gorgon). The symbol
of the eye is regarded as a potent amulet for protection against evil forces. It is believed that the eye deflects the negative energy that is being directed towards a person onto itself, thus dispersing its powers. Colourful beads, bracelets, necklaces, anklets, and all manner of decoration may be adorned by this particularly popular symbol. It is common to see it on almost anything, from babies, horses, cars, pavements,
mobile phones, and even airplanes.

Turkish coffee
Turkish coffee is a method of preparation, not a kind of coffee. Therefore, there is no
special type of bean. Beans for Turkish coffee are ground or pounded to the finest
possible powder; finer than for any other way of preparation. The coffee itself is normally prepared using a narrow-topped small boiling pot called a kanaka, a teaspoon
and a heating apparatus. The ingredients are very finely ground coffee, sometimes
cardamom, cold water and (if desired) sugar. Remember not to drink the bottom of
the cup as this is where all the ground coffee dregs settle and it will taste horrible!

